2016 Iphöfer Silvaner dry (kosher)  
VDP.ORTSWEIN

For Gefen Hashalom (Vine of peace), Wirsching produced the first kosher Silvaner coming from Franconia.

The Wirsching family ranks among the top wine producers in Germany, is member of the VDP and famous for dry white wines, especially the Silvaner grape.

This Silvaner is bottled in the traditional Franconian bottle – the Bocksbeutel (an ancient bottle which was used as hip-flask and would fit into a bag, that’s why it was called “booksbag.”) The wine is dry and was fermented in stainless steel.

The production was made under the full supervision of Rabbi Mendel Edelman from Luxembourg and certified by the worldwide recognized Kosher Organization OK, in cooperation with Dr. Klaus-Peter Heigel, the oenologist of Weingut Hans Wirsching. This Silvaner is “Kosher for Passover” and not mevushal.

Andrea Wirsching travelled several times to Israel which gave her the impulses for this project. “I fell in love with the country and its people.” The exchange between Germany and Israel is an issue that is close to her heart. “Wine is the ideal messenger, because it brings people together”, she says. Since 2016 they joined the TWIN-WINERY-Initiative and exchange experience with “Kishor-Winery” in Israel, Western Galilee.

Production and distribution:
A total of 4.800 Bocksbeutel were bottled. They are sold by Gefen Hashalom ex cellar of Weingut Hans Wirsching Iphofen.

Analysis:
alcohol: 12,0 vol.% | acidity: 5,6 g/l | residual sugar: 3,7 g/l

Drink chilled.

Great pairing for vegetable dishes, white fish and pasta.